
HBCC Globe Trotters!

Look who we bumped into in 
Venice on Sunday May 10th. The 
Bostons were in Venice during their 
Mediterranean cruise and the Bakers 
were in Venice during their bus tour 
in Europe. What a coincidence! We 
turned a corner and there we all were! 

Ask Ed!  by Ed Taccone
Well folks!! The waiting is over. I had 
a feeling this day was going to arrive 
and that some would finally sprout the 
question I was waiting for, and most 
importantly made myself prepared to 
answer. 

What I wasn’t 
prepared for, 
was to hear it 
from someone 
so very dear 
and close to 
me. That 
person being 
my treasured 
Nephew, Reg 
(whom I call 
Mr. Windex since he cleans everything 
with Windex).

The one that calls me Grand Pa Viper, 
the one that thinks I should have a 
swivel seat in my Spitfire because I have 
such a hard time getting in and out of it. 
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Editor, British Driven: Angela van Breemen

When engine driven vehicles were first 
developed, many were magneto fired, 
and no further electrical system was 
required. As time went on, electrical 
accessories such as lamps were added. 
Now, a battery was needed to power 
those lamps. Wouldn’t an on-board 
charging system be nicer than removing 
the battery to charge it? Thus was the 
engine driven generator born. 
The earliest systems were very low power 
and generally only used a “cut out” to 
prevent the generator from drawing 
power from the battery when the engine 
was driving the generator at too low of 
a speed to produce a charging voltage.
As the electrical systems became more 
power hungry, more powerful generators 
were developed to maintain the electrical 
loads and still provide a charging voltage. 

It wasn’t long before the generators 
required not just a coil and point set 
for cut out, but a set to control the 
voltage level as well. A generator that is 
designed to produce acceptable charging 
voltage at low RPM’s is easily capable 
of producing 18+ volts at higher engine 
revolutions.
As the generators continued to become 
more powerful to supply vehicle loads, the 
amperage output capabilities increased 
to the point that controlling the output 
voltage was no longer enough. 
In high demand situations (heavy 
electrical load, low battery charge, 
elevated engine RPM’s) the generators 
can easily produce enough heat (amps 
times volts equals watts/heat) to self-
destruct.                 
          continued on page 4     

So my dear friends I am truly relieved to 
reveal the question I have been waiting 
for. It went something like this: 

Q1: Grand Pa Viper why did you choose 
to belong to a British Car Club, why not 

a North American Classic Car 
Club?

A1: I informed my Nephew 
I welcomed his question but 
he would have to read it on 
our Website’s British Driven 
Newsletter when published. 
And so began the long 
answer... 
My decision to join 
Headwaters British Car 

Club was for more than one reason. In 
my case I have friends that belong to 
it, and recently retired, thought what a 
better way to fill in part of your time. In 
saying that every person that joins a car 
club is joining for a reason.     
            continued on page 2 
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Technical Corner: Solid State Voltage Regulator 
Replacement for Mechanical Points Style Regulator  
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Ask Ed... continued from page 1 

ALL BRITISH CLASSIC & ANTIQUE CAR SHOW!
FUNDRAISER FOR CHOICES YOUTH SHELTER ORANGEVILLE, ONTARIO

WHEN:  SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2015 
TIME:  9AM TO 3PM
WHERE:   CALEDON FAIRGROUND (FAIR WEEKEND)
  18927 HURONTARIO (HWY. 10)
  CALEDON VILLAGE, ON

GATE ENTRY TO FAIRGROUND: FREE
SHOW CAR ENTRY: $5.00 UPON REGISTRATION
AWARDS: TO BE HELD AT 2:00 PM
DINNER: BBQ CHICKEN (tickets available at Showmobile)

OPEN TO BRITISH CARS ONLY

DOOR PRIZES, SILENT AUCTION AND 50/50 RAFFLE

TROPHIES: BEST OF SHOW, 1ST, 2ND, 3RD RUNNER UP, (PEOPLE’S CHOICE) C.A.S. PRESIDENT’S 
AND TEEN CHOICE 

TAKE PART IN PISTON TOSS GAME! 
(loonie per toss or toonie for three)

ALL PROCEEDS FOR CHOICES YOUTH SHELTER
FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT info@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Some people join because they need 
help with a restoration. In my case, 
having spent so much time in the 
automotive industry, makes me quite 
happy to be of assistance to others that 
need help with their restoration.
Every car club is different of course, 
and for an old fella I like the older 
Antiques and Classics. For the most 
part you will see all kinds of car clubs 
with all kinds of rides to look at and 
appreciate. 
A car club is a place to teach what they 
need to know about their car and there 
is always someone like that in a car club. 
I believe if you don’t have mentors in a 
car club then it is probably just a meet. 
Most people that join Car Clubs usually 
have more than one type of vehicle and 
usually extremely nice cars. I also had 
no problem meeting new people and 
enjoy having fun with my cars. 
As it turned out I made the right 
decision for joining the Headwaters 

British Car Club. The group is willing 
to help and open to receive help keeping 
the club informative and active. 
Most of all they are a group that are 
knowledgeable, fun to be with, and 
caring, being actively involved raising 
funds for non for profit organizations 
in need to help individuals that require 
help within our community. 
Lastly, my dear Nephew another 
very important reason for joining a 
British Car Club other than the one’s 
I mentioned above is... I thought it 
would be to my best interest since 
as you well know (my provider of 
great meals) is of British descent and 
therefore I need not explain further. 
Q2: Jordan Chezy from Orangeville asks. 
Does chewing gum really stay inside you 
for years?
A2: thought about this for a while 
’cause I felt like scaring the socks 
off him, but decided I shouldn’t. So, 

for my answer. No. Chewing gum is 
indigestible but it doesn’t have any 
magic property that allows it to escape 
the normal digestive transit. Three days 
is the usual limit.
Q3: Doug Rose from Mississauga asks. 
Do hot drinks cool you down? 
A3: Yes. They make your body think 
you are hotter than you really are so 
you sweat more and that leads to heat 
loss. I’ve known Doug for many years 
and I guess he has no intention giving 
up going to Tim Horton’s especially 
during the summer. 
Happy reading folks and don’t forget 
our All British Classic and Antique 
car show on June 13th, being held at 
the Caledon Fairgrounds in Caledon 
Village. Main intersection HWY. 10 
(on east side just south of Charleston 
Rd & 124).             
                Ask Ed  

HBCC Newsletter
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expensive damage to the generator 
that could be caused by low batteries 
or high amperage draws.
• Solid State – No moving parts or 
points to wear and cause failure
• Simple circuit using robust 
components that have been proven 
in the harsh automotive environment. 
No unnecessary circuit components 
required to support digital circuit 
components.
• 12 month warranty against defects 
in parts or workmanship
There are a couple of competitive 

solutions on the market 
but we feel ours is better. 
The competitive voltage 
regulators utilize digital 
designs and hundreds of 
surface mount (SMT) 
circuit components. 
Our product is an “old 
fashioned” analog circuit 
with through hole 
mounted components 
and uses only 30 
components. All of 
our circuits are built 
by hand since robotic 
assembly techniques are 

better suited to SMT components. 
Our circuit paths and components are 
tens, if not hundreds of times larger 
than their SMT equivalents. 
This allows more current to flow 
in the circuit without the danger 
of overheating the components or 
circuit traces and without the danger 
of stressing fragile components and 
solder joints. Some sections of the 
regulator circuit can see amperage 
flows of 10 amps and it is important to 
limit the resistances of theses circuits 
to avoid excessive heating.
We warranty our regulator conversions 
for 12 months in normal use. Pricing 
for the MG 9 post RF95 models is 
$150.55 USD. The 5 post RB106 
conversion is priced at $90.42 USD. 
                           continued from page 4

A third coil/point set was now added 
to limit the output amperage regardless 
of the voltage. This technology was 
replaced in the 1960’s as solid state 
components, notably the diode, were 
developed that allowed a change to 
alternators.
Fast forward fifty-plus years; some of 
the vehicles using the old mechanical 
point style regulators are still in 
service, some are being restored to 
their former glory. 
Tractors and other farm equipment 
were built to work and endure abuse 
and tens of thousands are still in service 
all over the globe. Automobiles 
and trucks were built to last 
as well and are either still in 
service, being immaculately 
maintained or being restored. 
The one thing all these vehicles 
have in common is the lack 
of suitable replacement parts. 
Because the mechanical voltage 
regulators used points, springs 
and moving parts they are 
prone to wear. 
Modern manufacturing 
methods and economies 
dictate that parts be produced 
in volume, thousands or even tens 
of thousands of each part must be 
produced to lower component cost 
and justify retooling of automated 
equipment. 
If production volume is too low, 
component quality must be sacrificed 
to meet target prices. If quality is 
sacrificed too much, a substandard 
regulator is produced that can over-
charge, under-charge or not cut-out. 
Any of these scenarios will damage 
your electrical system, causing very 
expensive damage. 
Over the years, working on various 
electrical issues including rebuilding 
starters, generators, alternators, fuel 
pumps, wiring etc. for the club, some 
of the local members approached me 
to develop a transistorized voltage 

regulator for their vehicles. 
After much research and a few dead 
ends, we found the perfect solution 
that included voltage regulation as 
well as current control.
There is now an effective solution 
to this problem. Our solid state 
circuit replacement will restore 
OEM regulation characteristics with 
the benefit of modern solid state 
technology. We can convert your 
original points style voltage regulator 
to solid state, retaining the original 
outward appearance for show. With 
our product, almost anyone can 

restore their generator-based charging 
system to like-new operation.
This voltage regulator is currently 
available for 12 volt vehicles that have 
been converted to negative ground 
and utilize a B type field circuit (most 
British vehicles). Positive ground 
versions are in development as are 
6 volt and 8 volt models. Our solid 
state voltage regulator provides the 
following benefits for your vehicle:
• Improved charge rate – voltage set 
point ~14.5V as opposed to 13.1V for 
original results in battery charging and 
longer battery life
• True temperature compensation – 
Protects the battery from heat related 
damage
• True current control – Prevents 

Technical Corner: Solid State Voltage Regulator  continued from page 1



answered and along came a ride.  
After the meet-the-bedraggled teacher 
meeting, the farmer who drove me to 
the school, drove me back to my car, 
changed the tire and I was on my way 
back to the city.  (I still do not know 
how to change a tire)
Every event that year was equally 
traumatic--but the kids were great!   
They loved the fact that they knew 
so much more about farming than I 
ever would and they loved to quiz me 
about which grain they had brought 
to school.  
In winter the schoolyard was full of 
snow forts built over recesses and 
lunch hours, and yes, snowball fights 
were allowed because these kids were 
not out to hurt each other, but just 
to have fun.  
If the pipes froze we were allowed 
to go home and so the kids used to 
pack snow around them hoping that 
would do it, but very few of us were 
ever absent.  I read a chapter of an 
Enid Blyton mystery book every day 
right after lunch break which brought 
them in quickly from outside and 
ready to listen.
          continued on page 5

It was the early 60’s and I was living 
and working in Etobicoke.  We had 
a young family and a new home, but 
something was missing.  I yearned to 
teach in a one room country school 
before they were a thing of the past.  
One summer day there was a notice 
in our local paper about a one year 
position in a one room Caledon 
school, grades one to eight.  It was 
at the corner of the Gore Road and 
Old Church Road.  I did not know 
at the time, even where that was, 
but decided to phone and I got an 
interview for the following evening at 
the schoolhouse.
It was interesting to meet the school 
trustees on their home turf.  They 
had few school issues and questions, 
but did want to know if I planned 
on having more children and what 
church I attended.  One kind trustee 
named Helen Howard befriended me 
and I got the job.  It was for one year 
only as the new Sandhill school was 
opening the following September. 
There were 21 children in grades 
one to eight--all excited, happy 
and anxious to learn.  As teacher, 
lunchroom attendant, nurse, librarian, 
choirmaster, caretaker and wearing 

many other hats, we began the one 
year magical journey together.  There 
was a strap in the top drawer where 
it stayed for the whole year as it even 
intimidated me!
I held a meet-the-teacher night in late 
September and quickly drove home 
after school to pick up the baking I 
had done for the social.  As I drove 
back up the unpaved Gore Road 
within three miles of the school I had 
a flat tire.  
I pulled over to the side of the 
road, turned off the car and got out.  
The darkness was overwhelming so I 
turned the lights back on and there 
were no houses in sight except for the 
one across a field to the west. 
I started across the field for the 
farmhouse lights when I heard a close 
mooing sound,  imagining a huge 
bull, I ran for the farmhouse and 
started banging on the door, only to 
have the frightened farm woman turn 
off the lights.  
I shouted to her that I was the new 
schoolteacher down the road and that 
I had to phone the school.  Thank 
goodness she let me in.  Finally 
someone at the school ahead of me 
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TEACHING IN A ONE ROOM SCHOOLHOUSE IN CALEDON IN THE 1960’S 
  When teaching was fun and the kids were kind...           by Marion Mason

or repair any other electrical items, 
do not hesitate to contact  us for  
more information. Call or email 
Hank’s Truck & Auto Electric 
(352-253-0020, 352-343-0779 or 
hankstruckandautoelectric@gmail.
com) 
      Scott Fureman 
Note From the Editor:
The HBCC likes to share information 
about interesting new products and services 
with its readers, however, the HBCC nor 
its members do not officially endorse any 
products or services which appear in British 
Driven.                       

Wholesale pricing is available for both 
and will be discussed on a case by case 
basis for restoration shops.
After ordering a replacement 
conversion voltage regulator via 
email or telephone, the owner will 
ship us his original regulator along 
with specific information about the 
application and a money order (we 
do not accept credit cards at this 
time). 
Upon arrival at our facility, we will 
disassemble the voltage regulator 
down to the case. We will then 
clean and buff the case to the best 

appearance possible for its original 
condition and install the conversion 
circuit. 
When complete, the converted 
voltage regulator will be operated on 
our custom test stand (see photo on 
page 4) for a period of not less than 
one hour. 
Upon completion of the test cycles 
the voltage regulator will be packaged 
for shipping, the invoice will be 
created and the completed regulator 
will be returned via prepaid USPS to 
the owner. 
If owners would like us to rebuild 

Technical Corner: Solid State Voltage Regulator...  continued from page 4
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If  you are thinking of organizing an 
event for our 2015 Driving Season, please 

contact Jane Tully, 
our Events Coordinator.

Backyard BBQ Meeting
Wed. June 3, 2015 

Hosts: Alan and Marlies Sands

ALL BRITISH CLASSIC AND 
ANTIQUE CAR SHOW,
Sat. June 13th, 2015

Caledon Agricultural Society Fairgrounds
$5.00 per car, ALL PROCEEDS will go to 
CHOICES YOUTH SHELTER. Sat. June 
13, 2015 - All Classic British & Antique 
Car Show

•	 Caledon Agriculture Society 
Fairgrounds 18297 Hurontario (Hwy 
# 10) Caledon VillagE.

•	 10:00 am - 3:00 pm., car regis. 9:00 
am., admission $ 5.00 per car

•	 pre registration available or pay at 
the gate

•	 food & entertainment available 
during the fair weekend

•	 contact HBCC member Ed Taccone 
for more information

Sat. June 27th, 2015 - The Redpath Run 
to Simcoe County Museum
- more info to members to follow

Hosts: Norm & Hilary Redpath

4th Annual Hill Climb
July 2nd, 2015

•	 meet 10:00 am. at Hockley General 
Store in Hockley Village

•	 On the Hill at 11:00 am
•	 BBQ at residence of  K. & S. Mason 

following the Climb

Backyard BBQ Meeting
Wed. July 8th 2015 

Hosts: Mary & Jean-Louis Valade

Backyard BBQ Meeting
Wed. August 5th 2015 

Host: Malcom Stanton

Teaching in a One Room Schoolhouse... cont’d from page 4
On April Fool’s Day the kids opened 
the school early and got in and they 
hid everywhere. 
Unfortunately, the gruff, unhappy, 
unsmiling inspector chose that day to 
inspect me for the first time after seven 
months on the job.  He was waiting in 
his car in front of the school when I 
arrived and we entered together.  Kids 
jumped out from everywhere shouting 
“April Fool’s Day!”  
He wrote in his notes that I had no 
control.  That was the one and only 
visit to ‘help’ me that year. In Spring 
kids were often unwillingly absent due 
to chores with new farm babies.
Late Spring was when we got our 
second car.  It was a 1953 MGTD  
roadster which we still have today. I 
drove it to school every day.  It had 
running boards and often a stray kid 
who missed the bus would hitch a ride 
to school on them.  
I always had the top down and often 
found it difficult to stop on the gravel 
road when animals were crossing.  
Curious cattle on the road were 
intimidatingly bigger than the little 
open MG.   
I loved fresh peas and the kids brought 
me a bushel of them one day.  I had 
them on the passenger seat beside 
me and on the way home, I turned 
sharply at a corner and ended up 
across a ditch on a lady’s front lawn on 
highway 50. Peas scattered everywhere 
and as I drove over to her driveway 
and backed down it onto the road, I 
wondered what she would think of all 
those peas on her lawn when she came 
home.
Bullying was unheard of. Brothers 
and sisters looked after each other and 
parents took parenting seriously.  Kids 
were taught how to behave by their 
parents.  It was not the teacher’s job. 
Lunches were shared and no one had 
a peanut allergy.
I was sad when the school year ended. 
I loved all of those kids and their trials 
and tribulations.

I often wondered what happened to 
each of them--the two older sisters 
from Palgrave area, the two from 
Children’s Aid that lived on the sheep 
farm, the two good looking hardy 
farm boys and the sweet little primary 
girls and the inspector who thought I 
would need his scorching report to be 
hired back with the Etobicoke Board.
It sure was a wonderful year of 
experiences that affected the next 35 
years of my teaching career.
The schoolhouse was sold the 
following year for $3,000.00; the sum 
equal to my salary for that year-- 
an astronomical amount for us to 
consider at that time.  

I would never have thought that 
eventually I would live in Caledon.  
As I drive by the schoolhouse now 
on my way to my northern Caledon 
home, I often wonder if the same 
people still own it and what they have 
done to the inside.  
Do they still have the stage off to 
the side  where we put on plays and 
had a choir?  It still brings back 
fond memories of a wonderful year 
of teaching when everything was so 
much simpler and kids were allowed 
to be kids.
        Marion Mason 
Note from the Editor:

We found the one room schoolhouse 
Marion taught in, but it is hidden by 
trees, so taking a photo was not possible. 
We imagine it might have been a lot like 
the one pictured above. Did you attend 
a one room schoolhouse? If you did, we 
would love to hear your stories!
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The Sponsors’ Corner

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People

         754542 2nd Line EHS,
(519) 217-3791        Mono, L9W 5X1

         kennerell@gmail.com
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$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”

$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”

Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd 
or pdf format.

* a minimum of 10 isues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please 

contact Jean-Louis Valade at 
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB

168 Broadway, Orangeville, 
Ontario L9W 1K3 

519-942-2880

3045 Southcreek Road, #27 
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6 

905-206-0004

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) 
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

RCR Realty, Brokerage 
Independently Owned & Operated

June 1st, the Toad is Back!

Come Discover 
The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!

It's a perpetual garage sale!
    Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
    Antique Furniture
    Victorian Architectural Pieces
    

By Chance or Appointment Only! 
Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of  55 Townline, Orangeville

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in 

Dufferin County Since 1984

Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455   * Cell: 519.216.0138


